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50+ Best TH10 War Base Designs with Links (2023) Copy Anti 3 Star Town Hall 10 Layouts
 
Updated: September 9, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



You can find 1000s of anti-everything TH10 war base designs online which can be easily copied via links but then again most of such layouts are not the anti-3 star. We have tried and tested almost all popular base designs of town hall level 10 in clan war leagues. After testing all these bases we … 

Read more









Mega Tesla Max Levels (2023) Upgrade Costs, vs All Troops and Best Placement
 
Updated: September 9, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



If you are rushing at builder base then you need to know about Mega tesla Max Levels. This is because it will help you to upgrade OTTO hut to level 4 thereby unlocking the sixth builder. But before we jump into the nitty-gritty of mega tesla operations we need to understand what role does it … 

Read more









50+ Best TH10 Farming Base Designs (2023) Links to Copy Layout of COC Town Hall 10
 
Updated: September 9, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



You need to follow the basics while designing a TH10 farming base. Your layout needs to be as spread out as possible. You will find thousands of clash of clans town hall level 10 farming base designs but not all of them are equally powerful. We have tried and tested all the popular farming base … 

Read more









50+ Best TH10 Defense Base Designs (2023) Copy COC Layouts via Links
 
Updated: September 9, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



Making a TH10 defense base is no easy task. This is important to note that at this town hall level you can basically reach the highest league and compete against pro players. You can make anti 3 star or anti 2 stars or even anti-everything base but you will be completely disappointed when it gets … 

Read more









50+ Best TH10 Troll Base Designs With Links (2023) Clash of Clans Funny Layouts
 
Updated: September 8, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



Many TH10 troll base designs can be created using 275 walls and 100+ buildings but why waste them on making silly layouts. You can copy these coolest base designs to your home village layout without any problem. Here we have chosen 50+ most impressive town hall 10 base designs. So pick your favorite and copy … 

Read more









50+ Funniest TH11 Troll Base Designs (2023) Clash of Clans Layouts
 
Updated: September 8, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



TH11 troll bases are more fun to design because 275 wall pieces are more than enough to make almost any pop culture icon. If you are looking for funny town hall 11 base designs in clash of clans then you are right place. We have compiled here a list of 50+ most impressive and cool … 

Read more









Clash of Clans Goblin Max Levels (2023) Upgrade Chart, Attack Strategies, Donation
 
Updated: September 8, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



Many clashers would agree that in Clash of Clans Goblin is the most cost-effective troop. You will hardly spend 100K to 150K elixir to train a full army of goblins and in return, you will loot anywhere between 300K to 1 million in resources. I am a little partial towards goblins because these sneaky green … 

Read more









Best Builder Hall 6 Upgrade Order (2023) Priority Guide, Easy to Follow
 
Updated: September 8, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



Builder Hall 6 upgrade order is important because you have to spend a significant amount of time at this level. Even if you are rushing at your builder base you will still need to upgrade a few buildings before moving on to the next builder hall. What are those buildings? How you can max out … 

Read more









50+ Best Builder Hall 5 Base Designs (2023) Links to Strongest BH5 Layouts Anti 2 Star
 
Updated: August 23, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



The universal law of designing a builder hall 5 bases is to keep splash damage defenses near the center of the base. This will ensure that inner defenses constantly attack the ground units of the attacker. If you want to win back-to-back versus battles and push your trophy numbers beyond 3000 while staying at builder … 

Read more









45+ Best TH9 War Base Designs (2023) Latest Anti Everything, Copy Layouts
 
Updated: August 23, 2023 by Natalia Temple 



The TH9 war base must be designed in a perfect way to win clan war leagues. It Is not easy to set up a perfect, unbeatable, and powerful anti-2-star base. We browsed through hundreds of base designs and chose some of the best. How do I build a TH9 war base? Here are some tips … 

Read more
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